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Matrix’s ESG committee is focused on ensuring 
Matrix is a great place to work for our staff 
whilst also having a positive impact on our local 
community and the world around us.

As we head into 2023, we have reflected on our 2022 ESG 
aspirations and targets and updated them to ensure they 
remain in line with our companies’ goals and outcomes, 
initiated by the ESG committee. 

“I am proud to say that Matrix is committed to implementing 
sustainable and responsible business practices that align with 
our Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) principles 
alongside delivering our purpose of Connecting People to Work.

We recognise the importance of protecting the environment 
and promoting social and economic development within both 
our local and National communities. We understand that 

by aligning our ESG aspirations to our business purpose, we 
can not only improve our bottom line, but also contribute to 
building a more sustainable future for all.

We have taken steps to reduce our carbon footprint, promote 
diversity and inclusion in our workforce, and engage with 
stakeholders to understand and address their concerns. We are 
also committed to transparency and accountability, and we will 
regularly report on our progress in these areas.

As we continue to grow and evolve as a company, we remain 
committed to ESG principles and will continue to work towards 
a more sustainable future for our company and the world.”

Mark Inskip CEO 
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What we’ve 
achieved in 2022

Value our People and Diversity 

•  We created a better hiring process that 
ensures our shortlists consist of more 
diverse candidates

•  We progressed from level 1 to level 2 on 
the disability confidence scheme

•  We signed the Armed Forces Covenant, 
this includes a commitment ensuring those 
who serve or have serviced in the armed 
forces, and their families, are treated fairly

Support Individual Growth

•  Increased the number of internal vacancies, 
with 15% of staff progressing into new roles 
within the business in 2022

•  We ensure every member of staff has 
business and personal objectives 

•  Introduced internal training sessions, 
including Mental Health and Menopause 
Awareness training

•  Launched our new training and 
development initiatives 

2022 saw a significant amount of activity 
across all of our ESG workstreams, with 
the below being some of the highlight. 



Protect the Environment 

•  We are officially Carbon Neutral, we have 
off set our carbon footprint by investing in 
Weyerhaeuser Uruguay, Forest Plantations 
on degraded Grasslands Under Extensive 
Grazing. The main impact of the project is to 
reduce carbon emissions while creating jobs 
that address poverty. We felt this programme 
closely aligned with our goal of connecting 
people to work

•  Included green initiatives into our Social Value 
Work, such as volunteering on green projects in 
our clients’ communities

•  Changed marketing materials to green 
alternatives such as seeded paper

•  Introduced an electric car scheme 

•  Increased greenery in the office with more 
plants, which has added to our goal of further 
improving our working environment 

•  Implementation of remote working collaboration 
technologies, reducing business travel 

•  Consolidated the office server room, removing 
all old equipment no longer needed

•  Although our carbon footprint is relatively 
small, we have created a carbon reduction plan, 
highlighting our goal to reach Net Zero by 2040 



Improve our community  

•  Volunteering days – in total Matrix staff 
have access to 250 volunteering days over 
the year, to spend in our local community 
or on site with clients. Some volunteering 
days included gardening at a retirement 
home and festive litter pick in a local park

•  Supported the local foodbank with a 
Christmas donation 

Do Business Responsibly 

•  2022 saw the launch of an initiative to 
ensure that every employee had read  
and understood our policies and 
procedures to ensure we as a business  
do business responsibly

 To aid this process, we introduced Kallidus  
 Training platform around key themes

•  We signed up to the Slave Free Alliance 

•  We signed up to the Real Living Wage 
Foundation to ensure our staff receive a 
wage that meets every day needs 



We are delighted with the 
progress we have made on our 
ESG aspirations, we want to push 
this even further in 2023.  We are 
in the process of updating our ESG 
aspirations and targets to ensure 
we continue to improve on our 
commitments.

What’s next 
for 2023?

Value our People and Diversity 

•  On-Going internal training sessions, including new 
themes such as neurodiversity and wellbeing

•  We want to recognise other religions and be 
inclusive of our workforce. The new year provides 
an opportunity for us to celebrate all

Support Individual Growth 

•  Internal Expert Training Sessions – we will continue 
with these sessions with internal experts providing 
training on key themes such as, managing key 
stakeholders and disability awareness 

•  We will begin using our Apprenticeship Levy to 
support individual growth 

•  Matrix are supportive of individual learning and 
are happy to pay for courses that are relevant to 
individuals role and adds value to our employees

Protect the Environment 

•  Climate commitment! Continue to work towards 
our goal of Net Zero by 2040 

•  Continue to drive our volunteering days, with 
protecting the environment as a priority

•  Consolidate our data centre. We will shortly 
be migrating our traditional data centre that 
consumes a large amount of power and electricity 
to Microsoft Azure who are more aligned to 
environmental aspects of cloud computing



Improve our community 

•  In 2023 we will partner with Refugee Action, a 
national charity who provide advice and support to 
refugees and asylum seekers in the UK as well as 
local charity of employees choice

Do Business responsibly 

•  Our next step to ensure we are a responsible 
business is to ensure this is reflected across the 
supply chain we engage with. We are going to 
support our suppliers by offering guidance and 
training sessions on key themes such as Equality, 
Diversity, and Inclusion

•  Continue to improve on our Modern Slavery 
processes and policies 


